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Death, Sex and God: Paul Stankard

September 10 to January 7, 2007

Dr. Douglas Wright Education Gallery
Stankard, who has been characterized as the
world’s leading paperweight artist, has always
possessed a profound connection to nature.
Together with a deep spirituality that began with
his Irish Catholic upbringing, these two
sensibilities form the defining aspects of his work.
Flowers such as lilies, roses, daisies and lilacs
appear alongside berries, bees and dragonflies,
sometimes intermingled with Stankard’s “root
people”- tiny human forms resembling plant roots.
He has also developed a method of creating
“word canes” – rods of glass that contain single
words, enabling Stankard to include language in
his work. Each element of any one piece
represents a technical breakthrough - an
intellectual process come to fruition and coupled
with the search for meaning. Paul Stankard has
quite possibly attained the highest level currently
possible in blending hot glass with sculptural
language.

Stankard was born in Attleboro, Massachusetts in
1943. He created his first paperweights in 1971,
having worked previously in technical glass-
making, and had established a national
reputation by the end of that decade. Stankard’s
work is created in his southern New Jersey studio
and can be seen in such prestigious locales as
The Corning Museum of Glass, The Art Institute
of Chicago, The Metropolitan Museum of Art,
NYC, Philadelphia Museum of Art and the
National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian.

Golden Orb Cloistered Botanical  (2003)
flameworking, cast glass, coldworking
encased in crystal
7 x 3 x 3"
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National Museum of American Art, Smithsonian.

"I’m interested in blending mysticism together
with magical realism to suggest organic
credibility,” Stankard explains. "I celebrate
nature’s continuum and her primal sanity in glass,
hoping to share these feelings with the viewer.
The poetry of Walt Whitman and the literature of
James Joyce inform my art work.”

Stankard derives his inspiration from the
Benedictine’s motus operandi – “To work is to
pray.” There are two places where he feels
closest to God: in churches and in the woods,
surrounded by God’s creation. His paperweights
celebrate and illumine this mystery in a way that
is both personal and universal.

Many Faces of Nature (2006)
flameworking, coloured glass encased in crystal
3.5 x 9 x 10"
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